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Executive Summary 

Last week we changed our POV to a more bullish stance, but this week the market told us differently and that we 

had to go back to the drawing board and simple go back to our two prior preferred counts: Anticipate, monitor, and 

adjust (IF necessary). That’s what we –have to– live by. Continuously!  

 Our preferred counts have the market is now either in minute iv, which should be about complete and 

cannot drop below SPX2178, or the market is in minor 2, which can drop to SPX2170-2165. An alternate 

option is a nested 1, 2, i, ii set up.  

 A direct move higher above SPX2214 from current levels, places us in the minute v or iii of minor 3 camp. 

Since in the former count minute iii>i, minute v can extend as much as it wants. First signal for these counts 

is a break of price back above SPX2200 from current levels. 

 A direct break below SPX2182 places us more in the minor 2 camp, with confirmation at SPX2172. Note that 

the alternate option (minute ii) can drop to SPX2176 before rallying.  

Regardless of the short term confusion (days), support remains clearly in the SPX2175-2155 zone, and we see no 

reason to change the larger picture of the market (weeks to months to years), which we presented weeks ago, is 

posted on our premium members update page under the “big picture” tab, provide below for your convenience; 

and which is confirmed by our long term simple moving averages chart. Please keep this in mind. 
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Weekly trading log & Trade ideas 

The king is dead, long live the king! Our trading log is back.  Several of our members have asked for it, and we think 

it’s good to have it back. Below is a review of our trades over the past week, which will be updated in each weekend 

update going forward!  

Note, these are not the trades made through NorthPost Partners, LLC (NPP); our new venture into joint-funds trading 

and investing since the beginning of this year. Please contact me directly if you want to join NPP; It’s free and the 

larger the fund-pool the easier it is to profit! 

Table 1: weekly trading log ending December 2, 2016 

 

 

Trade ideas for next week: 

For next week we already went long NFLX on Friday AH. Looking for $135-$140 

We are watching larger tech stocks in general for a double bottom (FB, BABA, GOOGL).  

AAPL is a good candidate for a long on a break higher above $112 (previous high and its 50d SMA).  

We’re watching SBUX for a bottom in the $56.25 region. Long target is $60 

We’re watching AXP to either break higher above $73.16 or fall back to $70 first before the next leg up. Long target 

is $76.  

We’re watching XBI to either gap fill at $58 or continue higher with a break above Friday’s high (long trigger) as it 

already tagged the 62% retrace of its prior rally to the T on Friday ($60.60). 

We’re watching GPRO as the daily chart’s Bollinger Bands are getting very tight, forecasting a big move is coming. 

We’re watching USO/UCO on a break higher above trendline resistance to signal much higher prices. 
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Elliot Wave Update 

This week we were forced to turn the tables back into their original position and we’re now looking at two possible 

counts: minute iv, v of minor 3 vs minor 2 of intermediate iii. Gap fill at SPX2185 remains still on the table regardless 

of count, and if minute iv is underway it should be about done. Cut off levels are SPX2182 and SPX2178. If breached 

we then switch to the minor 2 count. Using a simple c=a relationship we see SPX2170 as a good target. The entire 

SPX2155-2170 zone is good support. We are split 50/50 between both counts. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. Preferred counts: Minute iv of minor 3 vs minor 2 of intermediate iii underway.  

 

 

 

Most preferred count. 

2nd most preferred count. 
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An alternate option remains the 1, 2, i, ii set up. Why? Not to cause more confusion, no, because in this count at 

SPX2114 minute i reached the (green) minor 61.8% extension of Minor 1 and the next degree 1st wave often extends 

0.618 of the prior one degree higher 1st wave (more about that later). In addition, wed must remain open to the 

most likely (not ALL) possibilities. In this case minute ii drops back to the 38.2-61.8% retrace of minute i (white box 

SPX2191-2176); the upper end of which has already been reached the past two trading days and minute ii can 

therefore already have completed. However, we also see that at SPX2114 the (red) intermediate i extension was 

reached; which in turn argues for the minor 1 top as shown in figure 1.  

Hence, we have two counts that argue for more downside (minor 2 and minute ii), and two counts that argue for 

limited downside to direct upside (minute iv and minute ii). We wish it was easier, but regardless any and all counts 

see much higher price in the coming months. Now we let the market decide upon the short term. 

Figure 2: SPX hourly chart with a more bullish nested 1st and 2nd waves set up. 
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Market update 

Not much to add to this week’s daily updates as on Friday the market didn’t do much. TIs are still pointing down and 

the A.I., is getting oversold from a non-ideal sell signal suggesting the downtrend should be over soon. Support on 

the daily chart is at SPX2177, 2163 and 2156; which fits well with the support zone identified in the hourly chart 

(SPX2155-2170).  

Figure 3. SPX daily chart. Support at SPX2190 followed by the SPX2177-215 cluster. 
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The weekly SPX chart shows price fell back below the upper green trend line. We do note negative divergences on 

all TIs on the weekly timeframe and the bulls do need to take those seriously. However, the A.I. remains on a buy 

and the MACD just gave a buy crossover this week. In addition, all the important weekly SMAs (20w to 200w) are 

bullishly stacked and pointing up; supporting the intermediate to long term trend is up. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly chart: negative divergence needs to be considered. 
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Upper horizontal support was tested this week at SPX2190. It held for now, and if it does break the next two 

horizontal support levels are at SPX2175 to SPX2155. Both are on line with the hourly and daily charts’ determined 

support levels and zone (SPX2177-2155). Our turn date was yesterday December 2 on the SPX (and December 1 on 

the DOW). Although we expected last week minute iv to start then, we may have the end of minute iv instead. Note 

our next 34-day trading interval turn date is December 30th, which once again, matches the next Bradley Turn date 

for December 29. 

Figure 5. Support at SPX2190 was tested and held. Turn date December 2 marking a low instead of a high?! 
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Market breadth 

The McClellan Oscillator for S&P500 (SPX-MO) peaked and dropped without warning (i.e. no negative divergence). 

It has remained positive for the week, but is teetering at the 0 level, but held support at the upper trendline. At this 

current stage it’s hard to learn additional insights other than that the SPXMO needs to stay positive to keep things 

going.  

Figure 6. SPX-MO fell unannounced with negative divergence. Suggests a correction. 
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Miscellaneous 

Our long-term Simple Moving Averages only chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing), which simplifies 

understanding the market’s LT-trends as it takes out all the daily noises, continues to be 100% bullish: the long term 

trend remains up, in line with our count and overall view of the market and where it will head to over the next 

several months. 

The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture remains 60% bullish, in line with the ongoing correction. 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 60% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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